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FADE IN:

i

EXT. GOLF COURSE - MORNING
A brilliant blue sky. Verdant fairways. Manicured, chemical
green, greens. Palm trees rustle in a gentle breeze.
Two electric golf carts, modified to look like miniature
Rolls Royces, pull up to the 18th tee. Four stocky, red
faced, businessmen from Chicago, sit in the carts ignoring
the view chomping on cigars. One of them, GARY (50), jumps
out and walks off in a huff.
GARY
(irritable)
I gotta clean my balls.
•MAN #1
When all else fails...
The three MEN chuckle as GARY angrily cranks his golf ball
through the washer.
MAN #2
What're you down, Gary?
GARY
(gritting his teeth)
Enough.
MAN #3, bespectacled - the accountant in the foursome, pulls
out a pad of paper. He checks it -and whistles.
MAN #3
About five grand.
MAN #2
(to Gary)
Oh man. Paula is gonna kill you.
GARY picks up his club, he's come to a decision.
GARY
Paula's not gonna kill me, because I'm
gonna make it all back, right now. Double
or nothing. One hole. Sudden death.
GARY tees his ball. He looks down the fairway: 185 yards par 3. GARY'S knuckles are white on the grip, he's start;..-. :
to sweat. He rears back and takes a massive swing. The ba..
rockets straight down the fairway...
(CCNT:-. •
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MAN #3
Whoa. Lookin' good.
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Then bounces over the green and lands on the other side of a
bunker in a sand trap. GARY hurls the driver into the air.
2

EXT. GOLF COURSE GREEN - A FEW MOMENTS LATER
Three white balls sit in various positions on the green. GARY
jumps out of the golf cart and walks across the green to the
sand trap on the other side. GARY'S ball has landed on what,
at first, looks like the top of a mound of sand.
GARY
(sarcastic,to himself)
It doesn't get any better than this.
As GARY gets closer he sees that the
the nose and upper lip of a dead man
sand. GARY stops, his jaw drops. He
friends, who're waiting by the carts
sees.

ball is perched between
partially buried in the
turns towards his
and can't see what he

GARY (cont'd)
Hey...guys.... guys...
f^

MAN #2
(laughing)
Play it as it lays!
MAN #1
You can't move the ball. Two stroke
penaltyl
GARY, takes a beat to decide, then positions himself over the
ball, studies the shot.
GARY
This is bad.
GARY chips the ball off the face. The ball hopping along the
green, rolling towards the pin, and dropping in the cup. The
MEN erupt in cheers and run to congratulate him.
The MEN stop short when they see the body in the sand. GARY
looks like he's about to vomit...
GARY
Oh this is bad.
FADE TO BLACK.
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EXT. DOCKS - DAY
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A cherry '69 Mustang convertible parks along the docks, near
some fishing Boats and a rusty old freighter.
Climbing out of the car is Detective GEORGE AKIYAMA (27), a
handsome Japanese-American man with a powerful and compact
build and his partner, Detective Sergeant THOMAS MCMANUS
(41), a sandy haired and attractive man whose lanky posture
and breezy style suggest a sardonic worldview.
A third man, JASPER COLLINS (25) an Australian, sits in the
back. JASPER holds up his hands revealing a pair of
handcuffs.
JASPER
Can I get these off.
THOMAS
Not yet.
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JASPER
Why couldn't you put the top up? I'm
gettin' sunburned here...
GEORGE
They keep you locked in a room. You're
gonna need your vitamin D.
THOMAS and GEORGE pull JASPER out of the car and lead him
towards the gangplank.
THOMAS
Ever been to Guam, Jasper?
JASPER
Guam? What am I gonna do in Guam?
GEORGE
You can swim home to Sydney from there.
JASPER
You can't do thisl You can't do this to
met I'm a tourist! A guest!
A couple of muscular CHINESE SAILORS walk down the gangplank
and grab JASPER.
(CONTISL'i;
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GEORGE
That's where you're wrong, Jasper. You
got caught sellin' dope. We could lock
you up, waste a lot of hard working
taxpayer money...or we can have you
dropped off in Guam.
THOMAS
This is our version of a warning.
JASPER .
It was oreganoi Oregano and glue!
THOMAS gets in JASPER'S face.
THOMAS
That's even worse.
GEORGE nods and the CHINESE SAILORS drag JASPER up the
gangplank. THOMAS and GEORGE turn and start walking back to
the car.
As they walk they see a tour group of young JAPANESE WOMEN
getting off a day boat.
^
(

THOMAS
Beautiful. Isn't it?
GEORGE
What? The tourists?
THOMAS
Yes. The beautiful tourists.
GEORGE
I know all about the tourists. My
parent's keep trying to marry me off to
one. In fact I've got another date
tonight. All the way from Tokyo.
THOMAS
You're the luckiest man in Hawaii.
GEORGE
You got bamboo fever?
THOMAS
What are you talking about?
GEORGE
Alienated childhood? That would explain
your attraction to people distinct from
yourself.
(CCST:--
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THOMAS
Oh, look who's talking! what's a nice
Chinese/Japanese boy doing trying to find
a redhead in Hawaii?
GEORGE
(dissembling)
There's just something about them...
THOMAS
Take a long look in the mirror before you
profile me, Sigmund.
Before GEORGE can respond the police radio in the car
crackles to life.
DISPATCH
(filtered)

D-6 McManus and Akiyama proceed
homicide... Kahala Bay Country

to
Club...

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB PARKING LOT - DAY
The Mustang pulls into a parking lot already filled with
Police Cars, Media Vans, an Ambulance, etc.
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Visible from the parking lot, the 18th green has been
transformed into a crime scene. Yellow tape and uniformed
OFFICERS control the perimeter, attempting to keep the MEDIA
at bay, as NEWS CREWS set up their cameras and equipment.
THOMAS gets out of the car and clips his badge to the front
of his vintage Hawaiian shirt. He pulls a comb out of his
pocket and begins combing his hair.
THOMAS
Maybe we'll make the news.
GEORGE
I don't think so. The Chief and the Mayor
are on their way.
THOMAS stops preening.
THOMAS
I wore my nice shirt.
They walk towards the crime scene.
^
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EXT. GOLF COURSE GREEN - DAY
THOMAS and GEORGE walk past the media, under the tape, and
over to a stocky Korean-American man, DET. STEVE D E N N I S O N
(47).
DENNISON
(hearty)
Top of the mornin', Thomas. Let me show
you what I've got...
DENNISON leads them into the sand trap where the body is now
draped with a sheet.
DENNISON (cont'd)
(a la Mr. Rogers)
You guys from CRU don't see this too
often. This is a dead guy. Someone killed
him. We call that a homicide. Can you say
homicide?
GEORGE
(taking the bait)
Homicide...
THOMAS
(interrupting)
Don't...
DENNISON yanks the sheet up, revealing the corpse. Now
unburied, we see a handsome Filipino man in his twenties,
wearing slacks and a blood stained shirt.
DENNISON
Gentlemen I'd like you to meet Ray
Cuerdo. He's here on vacation from the
Philippines.
GEORGE takes a look at the wound. THOMAS notices the abrasion
on the face.
GEORGE
Nine millimeter?
THOMAS
Pitching wedge.
DENNISON
Sand wedge, actually. Guy who found him
hit a shot right off his nose.
THOMAS
He make the shot?
(CO NT IN" •
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DENNISON nods. THOMAS stands and looks at the hole.
THOMAS (cont'd)
Sweet.
DENNISON
The Chief wants this case closed in time
to make the five O'clock news. That's why
we pulled you guys off your important
Crime Reduction Unit work...What is it
you do again? Annoy and irritate the
crumbs?
GEORGE
(bristling)
We proactively target.
DENNISON rips a piece of paper out of his notepad, hands it
to GEORGE.
DENNISON
(interrupting)
Here's the stiff's hotel. See what you
can proactively dig up. I'll work
forensics and ballistics.
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DENNISION walks off.
THOMAS
(quietly mocking Dennison)
Forensics and ballistics...tough job.
EXT. GOLF COURSE - DAY
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As GEORGE and THOMAS walk back to the car, Chief of Police
HAMASAKI (57) a starched man in a starched uniform-, makes a
statement to the gathered MEDIA.
CHIEF HAMASAKI
Honolulu is one of the safest cities in
America... we do not tolerate crimes of
this nature. Detectives from Homicide
will join forces with Detectives from the
special Crime Reduction Unit to bring a
swift resolution to this....
EXT. AERIAL - DAY
GEORGE and THOMAS cruise down the highway in the Mustang,
sunglasses on, wind whipping their hair. Diamond Head,
Waikiki, and the blue ocean glisten in the distance.
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EXT. ILIKAI HOTEL - DAY

a

A monstrous structure, built in the fifties and
architecturally similar to LAX. The Mustang pulls into the
circular driveway.
9

INT. HOTEL CORRIDOR - DAY

9

A BELLHOP leads THOMAS and GEORGE down the generic Hotel
corridor. The BELLHOP stops in front of a room, takes a
master key, and unlocks the door. THOMAS and GEORGE enter
the room. The BELLHOP waits, tentative.
THOMAS
We don't tip. Police regulations.
The BELLHOPS vanishes.
10

INT. HOTEL ROOM - DAY

10

THOMAS and GEORGE begin to search the room. They are thorough
and efficient. Two suits hang in the closet. A single
suitcase sits open and empty on the floor.
THOMAS
Looks like he was here on business. I
don't even see a swimsuit.
A small shaving kit and toothbrush in the bathroom.
GEORGE
Not everybody swims.
Socks, underwear, etc. in the dresser.
THOMAS
This is Hawaii. They go to the beach. Sit
by the pool.
GEORGE sifts through the underwear.
THOMAS (cont'd)
All those hours of grad school and here
you are...fondling a strange man's
skivvies.
GEORGE makes a face and moves towards the bed.
GEORGE
The future of law enforcement is
changing...

(CONTISLi:
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THOMAS
I know, I know. I'm a dinosaur.
GEORGE opens the nitestand drawer and discovers a stack of
photocopied flyers.
GEORGE
Subject may have been a compulsive sex
addict.
GEORGE holds up the flyers, they all advertise escort
services.
THOMAS
You mean he liked girls?
GEORGE
Yeah. Basically.
ANGLE:
THOMAS finds an envelope full of snapshots. He lines them up
on the bureau...
THOMAS
Here's Ray... who's the babe?

^

The photos all show RAY with a very attractive young woman.
Several are of the woman by herself. THOMAS reads the back of
the photo.
THOMAS (cont'd)
(reading)

Me and Vivian...
THOMAS opens another drawer, and pulls a notebook •>• like a
college composition book - out from under some shirts. He
flips through it.
THOMAS
I'd say he had more than a recreational
interest in escorts.
GEORGE
What have you got?
THOMAS
(looking at notebook)
They're all here. Every escort service in
town. He was working his way through
them. Checking them off. Maybe he was a
compulsive sex addict.
(CONT:-.
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ANGLE:
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GEORGE picks up a pair of shoes on the floor...shakes them.
A key drops out. GEORGE picks it up. The key has a fat orange
handle with HONOLULU AIRPORT stamped on it.
GEORGE
Airport. This could be interesting.
THOMAS turns and looks as GEORGE holds up the key.
11

INT. AIRPORT - DAY
Inside the main terminal... the usual hustle and bustle as
TOURISTS from around the world arrive with pale, eager faces,
or depart with tan skin and a smile. Almost all of them wear
flower leis.
GEORGE walks up to a bank of lockers, locates the right one
and sticks the key in. THOMAS hangs back.
GEORGE
Aren't you curious?
THOMAS
I'd hate for it to be a bomb..
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GEORGE freezes and shoots THOMAS a look.
THOMAS (cont'd)
Or the girl.
GEORGE
Don't say another word.
GEORGE takes a deep breath and carefully opens the locker.
ANGLE:
Inside the locker is a big stack of cash and several
handguns.
THOMAS
Beaucoup kala.
12

EXT. DISTRICT 6 CRU HEADQUARTERS - DAY
Formerly Trader Vic's, this lava rock, A-frame, tiki resor*
on Kalakaua Ave, has been converted into the headquarters *
the Waikiki CRU Unit.
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INT. D-6 CRU HEADQUARTERS - DAY

13

The restaurant interior has been left intact, drywall
cubicles have been erected to make small offices and storage
rooms. The murals, lighting, carpeting, etc. still reek of
mai tai soaked tourists and Polynesian steak dinners.
CHIEF HAMASAKI, flanked by two snappily uniformed OFFICERS,
leans close to LT. CYNTHIA LITTLETON (33). LT. LITTLETON,
formerly with the New York City Police Dept., is a true
police professional: direct, no bullshit, Jack Webb would've
married her.
CHIEF HAMASAKI
Listen Lieutenant, If you want to keep
your special unit and your special budget
you clear this case today.
LITTLETON
It might -take more than a day. We don't
have anything to go on.
CHIEF HAMASAKI
(intense)
You don't understand. That's my Country
Club.
CHIEF HAMASAKI turns to leave and almost collides with
GEORGE. HAMASAKI breaks into a big smile.
CHIEF HAMASAKI (cont'd)
Detective Akiyamai How are you?
GEORGE
Good. Chief. Nice to see you.
They shake hands.
CHIEF HAMASAKI
Give this case your personal attention.
For me.
GEORGE
Absolutely. Sure. Ok.
CHIEF HAMASAKI nods and exits. LITTLETON and THOMAS stare at
GEORGE as he walks to his desk. GEORGE passes a giant marker
board filled with Japanese/English, Cantonese/English,
Tagalog/English, etc. translations, (i.e. Buka=»Weapon).
A couple of CRU members are there, waiting to get their
assignments. They are: LARRY (4 0) a skinny Caucasian who,
because he doesn't look like a Cop, is the most assaulted
(CONTIN '
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police officer in America, and DET. KAMAKAWIWO'OLE (29) a
huge, muscular Hawaiian and DET. TANUMAFILI (28) a Samoan and
former nose tackle for Florida State.
The DETECTIVES wear jeans, T-shirts, shorts, whatever helps
them blend in with vacationing tourists. LARRY has a bright
band-aid on his nose.
THOMAS goes to his desk and notices that the tower of Skoal
chewing tobacco cans on his neighbor's desk has collapsed
onto his. He shoves them aside and looks at DETECTIVE
CHRISTIANSON (33) a mixed race man they call COWBOY.
THOMAS
Do you mind?
COWBOY
Thirty more cans and I can get a genuine
silver belt buckle.
' THOMAS
How many cans for a new set of teeth?
COWBOY looks the other way and spits into a coke can.
LITTLETON enters.
LITTLETON
Listen up. You saw the Chief? He wants a
full court press on this.
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE
Over a dead guy on a golf course?
LITTLETON
People come here to play golf. They don't
wanna be trippin' over bodies. Detective
sergeant McManus? What've you got?
THOMAS adopts an overly serious manner - just like LITTLETON he holds up the snapshots of VIVIAN.
THOMAS
Couple dozen photographs of an unknown
female.
GEORGE
(playing along)
Photocopied flyers advertising escort
services.
GEORGE passes the various flyers around.
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GEORGE (cont'd)
He was documenting the various services
in a notebook.
THOMAS

holds up the notebook.
THOMAS
He only used ten pages.

LITTLETON fidgets - she's getting annoyed.
LITTLETON
That's it? Photos, flyers, a notebook?
THOMAS
We believe they're all connected.
LITTLETON groans.
GEORGE
We found the key to an airport locker.
LITTLETON
And?
THOMAS
(disingenuous)
Oh yeah. We found a hundred thousand
dollars and two nine millimeter handguns
in the locker.

'

LITTLETON shoots them a look.
LITTLETON
Was that comedy?
LARRY
(holding a flyer)
We popped some guys, we think might be
connected to the Mexican Mafia from L.A.
They were passing these out on the
boulevard.
COWBOY
They caught this fella snoopin' around,
they might do something.
LITTLETON
Good. Akiyama and McManus are already
working with Homicide. The rest of you
find where these guys are stayin'. Then
we'll do a little knock an' talk . See
(MORE)
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LITTLETON (cont'd)
what the Angelenos know about escort
services.
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The meeting breaks up as everybody gets to work.
THOMAS
(thinking out loud)
I busted a service a few years back. The
crumb was a football player turned porno
star turned pimp. I'll see if I can look
him up.
GEORGE
Let's check him out.
LITTLETON
(loud, getting their attention)
F.Y.I...if you already haven't received
one...the Governor has sent a memo to all
state employees...
LITTLETON pulls the memo out of her pocket and quotes it.
LITTLETON (cont'd)
All state and city employees will now use
the word "Aloha" instead of "Hello" when
conducting official business.
This is met with groans of derision from the DETECTIVES.
LITTLETON exits to her office. As the DETECTIVES get ready to
work a young JAPANESE MAN (22), dressed in a suit with polo
shirt and brush cut hair, enters the office carrying a
handcarved wooden box. The JAPANESE MAN walks directly up to
THOMAS and, with a deep and respectful bow, hands him the
box.
JAPANESE MAN
Nakashima.
The JAPANESE MAN gives THOMAS a long look. THOMAS takes the
box, the JAPANESE MAN exits. THOMAS carries the box to his
desk.
GEORGE
What'd that guy say? Nakashima?
THOMAS
Nakashima's a Yakuza guy I put away ten
years ago.
THOMAS opens the box.
ANGLE:
(CONTIN •
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Inside the box is, what looks like, a Japanese painting
rolled up like a scroll. THOMAS unrolls it. It is oddly
shaped, like an animal skin.
GEORGE
What is it? What did he send?
LARRY
That from Nakashima?
THOMAS looks closely at the painting, feels it. His
expression suddenly changes. He turns pale and slumps in his
chair.
THOMAS
It ia Nakashima.
Fully unfurled on his desk we see the painting for what it
is: ornately tattooed human skin. GEORGE feels the skin,
reacts.
GEORGE
I don't get it. Who is this guy?
LARRY
About ten years ago some gangsters from
Kobe, in Japan, moved in and were trying
to muscle out the Samoan gangs.
14 ". INT. STYLIZED FLASHBACK - NIGHT
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As LARRY begins to describe the following, we see broken
images of the raid on Nakashima's house. THOMAS and other
OFFICERS silhouetted, moving in shadows. The front door
splinters... a young woman, NAKASHIMA'S WIFE...holding a
teapot...the spout in shadows, looking exactly like a
gun.. .shots.. .the tea pot falls and tea spills on the tar a.-:,
floor....shouts...THOMAS reacting..
LARRY (V.O.)
They're like the Japanese Mafia• It was a
bad scene. Gang war. We raided this
house, looking for illegal guns...and...
THOMAS (V.O.)
The guy's wife comes out of the kitchen
carrying a tea pot... I blew her away.
LARRY (V.O.)
It wasn't like that. These Yakuza guys
were heavy. We were expecting the worst.
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INT. BACK TO SCENE
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The memory is obviously painful for THOMAS.
THOMAS
She had a little kid.
LARRY
(to Thomas)
You were cleared by the commission.
THOMAS
Killed his Mom, put his Dad in jail.
GEORGE
So why did you get his skin?
THOMAS looks at the box, he doesn't know the answer to
GEORGE'S question. He opens the bottom drawer of his desk and
places the box in it...closing the drawer.
16

EXT. WAIKIKI BEACH - DAY

16.

GEORGE and THOMAS stroll along the crowded beach. Hundreds of
TOURISTS are out, splashing in the waves, baking in the warm
sun. THOMAS sees something up ahead. GEORGE follows his look.
>?fl!!WV

THOMAS
That's the crumb.
Right next to the Kiosk selling beach mats, hats, sunscreen,
etc. sits RAMSEY (30) a crew cut, Ail-American surfer wearing
a tank top and jams. RAMSEY sits next to a sign advertising
tickets to an "EXOTIC HAWAIIAN LUAU".
GEORGE and THOMAS approach.
THOMAS
(sarcastic)
Wow. A real luau.
GEORGE
Does that include Pua'a pig and poi?
RAMSEY recognizes THOMAS.
RAMSEY
You can shove the poi right up your...
GEORGE
(interrupting)
Be nice...
(CONTIS-
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RAMSEY stands.
THOMAS
We're curious about this "Luau" of
yours...
GEORGE gets in RAMSEY'S face.
GEORGE
It's not some new angle on an escort
service is it? You know? Take a bunch of
shriners to an isolated spot, feed them
spam and pineapple while you toot a conch
shell and some hookers dance around.
RAMSEY looks at THOMAS.
THOMAS
He was born here. Doesn't like to see the
culture exploited.
RAMSEY
(shrugging)
If some tourist and a hula girl hit it
off...
GEORGE
You wouldn't...you know...take a
percentage?
RAMSEY freezes for a beat, then suddenly takes off, running
fast down the beach.
THOMAS
Nice work, Professor.
GEORGE sprints after RAMSEY. THOMAS turns and walks off
towards the street.
17

EXT. BEACH - CONTINUOUS
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GEORGE chases RAMSEY down the beach. They hurdle over
sunbathers, etc.
18

EXT. KALAKAUA AVE - DAY

13

THOMAS approaches a small Police station, just off the beach.
He flashes his badge to a POLICE OFFICER in a Cushman normally used by Meter Maids, but what the Waikiki Cops
drive.
THOMAS
End of the beach.
(CONTINUE;
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He jumps on, the Cushman takes off.
19

EXT. BEACH - DAY

19

GEORGE continues to chase RAMSEY. As they near the end of the
beach, RAMSEY angles towards the street. He turns into a
parking lot when suddenly THOMAS jumps out from behind a bush
and trips him. RAMSEY goes down hard, skidding and rolling
across the pavement. He tries to get up and run, but THOMAS
has his gun out.
THOMAS
I'm not a runner. Bad knee.
GEORGE comes running up, sucking wind, sweat pouring off of
him. His cellphone starts ringing. GEORGE, who's out of
breath, hands the phone to THOMAS.
THOMAS
(into phone)
McManus. (BEAT) Yeah. Thanks. We'll be
right there.
THOMAS hangs up the phone and turns to the POLICE OFFICER in
the Cushman.
THOMAS
Take him to D-6 CRU. Have them.hold him
until we get back.

i/fipt^
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INT. MORGUE - DAY

20

THOMAS and GEORGE enter the large tile room with its bank of
stainless steel corpse refrigerators. Several gurneys with
sheet shrouded bodies are lined against a wall, clipboards
balanced on top of them.
The Coroner, DR. KOLONELO (55), a rotund man, stands in front
of a small TV set.
KOLONELO
You asked me to call if there was
anything unusual about the golf course
man.
THOMAS
Anything?
KOLONELO
His sister came to claim the body.
L$m*

KOLONELO looks at THOMAS and GEORGE.
(CONTINUE:
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KOLONELO (cont'd)
I found it unusual. Let me show you.
KOLONELO pops a video cassette into a VCR and turns on the
TV. THOMAS and GEORGE walk over.
KOLONELO
I keep a surveillance of everyone who
comes.
KOLONELO points to a small surveillance camera mounted on the
wall above his desk.
KOLONELO (cont'd)
Here...
He clicks on the VCR. A grainy black and white image flickers
on the screen. Two MEN and a WOMAN. She sits at the desk
filling out a form.
KOLONELO (CONT'D)
This is the woman.
GEORGE
You sure she's his sister?
KOLONELO
I saw her passport.
We instantly recognize the woman as VIVIAN from the photos in
Ray Cuerdo's hotel room. She's flanked by two serious looking
men, ESTEBAN RODRIGUEZ (27) a tough looking Latino and a
swarthy white guy named FRANK PIPES (39). The MEN dwarf
VIVIAN, who looks small, miserable, and scared.
KOLONELO (cont'd)
The men did not let her speak.
As THOMAS and GEORGE watch it becomes apparent that VIVIAN is
here against her will. At one point FRANK reaches over and
twists VIVIAN'S arm, causing her to wince in pain.
GEORGE
I know that guy...that's Frank Pipes...
THOMAS' face falls. He fights to suppress his rage as the
two MEN sadistically torment VIVIAN.
FADE TO BLAUK
END OF ACS

(CONTINUE:
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ACT. TWO
FADE IN:
21

INT. INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY

21

RAMSEY sits at the end of a table. KAMAKAWIWO'OLE sits on the
other end of the table staring at RAMSEY as he slowly eats
animal crackers. TANUMAFILI sits opposite KAMAKAWIWO'OLE
cracking his knuckles and staring at RAMSEY. RAMSEY attempts
to play it cool, but is starting to get nervous.
RAMSEY
Just get it over with.
No response from KAMAKAWIWO'OLE or TANUMAFILI.
RAMSEY (cont'd)
Go ahead. Kick the crap outta me.
Suddenly GEORGE and THOMAS enter the room. They talk fast and
loud. RAMSEY looks at them, totally confused.
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GEORGE
(to Ramsey)
Contestant number one? Are you ready to
play? Detective McManusi Tell him what
he's won.
THOMAS steps forward.
THOMAS
You won't believe the deluxe vacation
we've got planned for youl First you'll
be taken to beautiful downtown Honolulu
Hawaii for a luxurious spa treatment.
After your delousing you'll be whisked
away in a chauffeur driven car to a
fabulous facility where we will keep you
four to seven years. The food,
entertainment, companionship...
THOMAS winks at RAMSEY.
THOMAS (cont'd)
And I mean real companionship... forget
good friends and candlelit dinners and
get ready for big hairy lifers!
RAMSEY
Hey. Hey. Hey.

(CONTIS
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THOMAS
(to George)
Monty? He doesn't want to play.
RAMSEY
Play what?
GEORGE
Let's make a deal! The Police version of
the popular TV game.
RAMSEY
I don't wanna play. No thanks.
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE and TANUMAFILI suddenly stand, knocking their
chairs over.
TANUMAFILI
(to Kamakawiwo'ole)
Now can we play our game?
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE
(to Tanumafili)
Think he'll bounce?
RAMSEY finally understands.
RAMSEY
(miserable)
Dudes. C m o n . What do you want?
GEORGE hands him one of the escort service flyers.
GEORGE
Tell us about this?
RAMSEY
Oh man. C m o n . I don't have anything to
do with this. This stuff is like...it's
heinous.
THOMAS
How so?
RAMSEY
The chicks aren't hookers 'cos they wanna
be. They're forced.
THOMAS and GEORGE react.
THOMAS
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Forced?
(CCNTrs
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RAMSEY
Forced. Coerced. Tricked.
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THOMAS
What does Frank Pipes have to do with
this?
RAMSEY'S demeanor suddenly changes.
RAMSEY
I am nol: part of it. You did not hear
this from me. No testimony. No court. I
am The Invisible Man. That cat is evil,
man. E-V-E-L.
THOMAS
Don't hand me that. Frank is a harmless
pornographer. You worked for him didn't
you? Said he was an artist.
RAMSEY
He's changed. He's beyond artistic. He
finds young chicks in the Philippines or
Mainland China...chicks who wanna come
stateside. He gets them visas an'
stuff...but then the girls owe him. And
they gotta work it off. That is all I
know. Honest.
GEORGE looks over at THOMAS for a reaction, but THOMAS is
holding the photograph of VIVIAN...staring at it.
22

INT. D-6 CRU HEADQUARTERS - DAY

22

THOMAS sits at his desk. He opens the drawer and looks down
at the wooden box for a beat. He closes the drawer. He c a n t
deal with it yet.
23

EXT. SURF RIGGER HOTEL - DAY

23

The CRU pull up in unmarked vans and climb out. LITTLETON,
LARRY, COWBOY, KAMAKAWIWO'OLE, TANUMAFILI, and five UNIFORMED
OFFICERS. They check their guns, and prepare to enter the
building.
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE
They're up on the fourteenth?
LITTLETON
(looking at her watch)
Larry and Cowboy, take the stairs. Cover
any exits.
(CONTINUE:
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COWBOY
Where's Thomas and George? They should
take the stairs.
LITTLETON
They're kickin' the crumb loose, so you
get the honor.
24

INT. HOTEL LOBBY - DAY

24

The CRU and the COPS are met by five Hotel SECURITY GUARDS.
The various UNIFORMS nod and smile, silently shake hands.
Ding. The elevator doors open and everyone crowds in.
25

INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS

25

LITTLETON pushes the button for the 14th floor. The doors
close and the elevator begins to ascend. Suddenly it
lurches... and stops. LITTLETON pushes the button again.
Nothing happens.
LITTLETON
What's the weight limit on these things?
SECURITY GUARD #1
Two thousand pounds.
Everyone on the elevator turns and looks at TANUMAFILI and
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE. The two big men take a tiny step back. The
elevator tilts slightly.
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE
We shoulda taken one by ourselves.
LITTLETON
Great. I wanted to get to these guys
before they went out for a night on the
town.
LITTLETON fiddles with her police walkie-talkie. Inside the
elevator shaft they get nothing.
LITTLETON (cont'd)
Unbelievable. Radio's don't work in here.
One of the SECURITY GUARDS has picked up the phone.
SECURITY GUARD #2
(into phone)
We're stuck! The elevator is stuck!
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It's hot in the elevator, everybody begins to sweat. The
SECURITY GUARD hangs up the phone.
(CONT:N
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SECURITY GUARD #2 (cont'd)
They have to get the elevator repairman.
LITTLETON
How long will that take?
The GUARD shrugs.
TANUMAFILI
This ever happen in New York, Lieutenant?
LITTLETON looks up at the massive bulk of TANUMAFILI and
KAMAKAWIWO'OLE.
LITTLETON
In New York the people are actually
smaller than the elevators.
26

INT. STAIRWELL - DAY

26

COWBOY and LARRY climb up the stairs. They are both panting
and covered in sweat. COWBOY looks at the door. It reads: 11.
He groans, pulls off one of his cowboy boots.
COWBOY
My dogs are killin' me.
LARRY
It's your boots. Look at 'em. They're
totally inappropriate. Why do you wear
those things?
COWBOY looks at LARRY'S cross-trainers.
COWBOY
'Cos a man doesn't wear sneakers when
he's workin'.
27

INT. ELEVATOR - DAY
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The CRU is sweating copiously now. It's hot and there's not
much air.
One of the SECURITY GUARDS begins singing, what sounds like,
"MacArthur Park".
LITTLETON
Shut up.
SECURITY GUARD #1
(defensive)
I sing when I get nervous.
M*
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LITTLETON
(an edge of menace)
Don't be nervous.
28

INT. HOTEL CORRIDOR - DAY

28

COWBOY and LARRY peek out of the exit door. The hallway is
quiet - too quiet.
LARRY
Where is everybody?
29

EXT. SURF RIGGER HOTEL - DAY

29

GEORGE and THOMAS walk towards the Hotel entrance. The
elevator repair truck is parked right in front.
30

INT. HOTEL LOBBY - DAY

30

GEORGE and THOMAS enter the lobby. The ELEVATOR REPAIRMAN has
the electrical panel out, wires hang everywhere.
GEORGE
Elevator stuck?
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ELEVATOR REPAIRMAN
(laughing)
Yeah. And it's full of Cops.
GEORGE pulls out his radio.
GEORGE
That's not funny.
ELEVATOR REPAIRMAN
(catching on)
Uh. I'm working on it as fast as I can.
GEORGE walks away, attempting to use his radio. THOMAS turns
to the REPAIRMAN.
THOMAS
Shoulda said Shriners...that's funny.
GEORGE listens to the radio. We hear LARRY'S voice.
LARRY
(filtered)
We're on 14. In the stairwell.
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THOMAS
Fourteen! Christ!

I
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ELEVATOR REPAIRMAN
(helpful)
The other elevator works fine.
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INT. HOTEL CORRIDOR - DAY

31

The elevator doors open and THOMAS and GEORGE walk out. It's
still quiet - too quiet.
COWBOY peeks out of the stairwell and waves them over.
32

INT. STAIRWELL - DAY

32

LARRY, COWBOY, GEORGE, and THOMAS.
LARRY
What'dya wanna do? I'm worried the
crumbs'11 be goin' out any minute.
- GEORGE
There's four of us. Let's do the knock
an' talk.
They look at each other.
33

INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

33
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No one talks now. They are miserable. Sweaty. Looking like
extras on the voyage of the damned.
34

INT. HOTEL CORRIDOR - DAY

34

LARRY leads the way.
LARRY
Fourteen Zero Three.
LARRY stops at 1403. GEORGE, THOMAS, and COWBOY all take
casual poses around the door.
THOMAS
Don't forget, you have to say "Aloha".
LARRY knocks on the door. After a beat the door swings open
to reveal a gigantic LATINO MAN (22). In the background we
see about ten other MEN, some LATINO other CAUCASIAN, and
seven or eight PROSTITUTES.
LARRY
Aloha!
Without a sound the LATINO MAN punches LARRY hard in the
nose. LARRY goes down.
(CONTIN •
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In the instant it takes LARRY to fall to the floor... the MEN
draw weapons... the CRU unit draw theirs. Even LARRY, on the
floor with a bloody nose, has his handgun out, pointing up at
one of the MEN'S crotches. It's a Mexican Standoff...anyone
shoots...they all die. It's excruciating.
LATINO MAN #1
(calmly)
Can I help you?
THOMAS
Honolulu Police. Put down your weapons.
No one blinks.
THOMAS (cont'd)
I'm required to say that.
THOMAS and GEORGE recognize one of the MEN as ESTEBAN
RODRIGUEZ, last see"n on the surveillance tape from the
morgue.
No one breathes.
•«**.
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In the back of the action, halfway in the hotel room, a young
PROSTITUTE stands tightly griping an unopened champagne
bottle. The wire cage is off the bottle...it's only a matter
of seconds before the pressure in the bottle pushes out the
cork.
Sweat drips off of ESTEBAN'S forehead. THOMAS stares with
deadly intent into one of the LATINO'S eyes. GEORGE sees a
redheaded WOMAN and discreetly eyes her. And then....
POP. The champagne opens.
Everyone flinches, their lives passing before their eyes. But
no one pulls the trigger...
35

INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

35

LITTLETON kicks the door in frustration.
LITTLETON
Move! Just...movei
The elevator lurches and begins to ascend.
with relief.

Everyone sighs

LITTLETON (cont'd)
New York attitude. Gets things done.
DING!, the elevator arrives on the 14th floor.
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INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS

36
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The doors open revealing the standoff. The CRU, the UNIFORMED
OFFICERS, the HOTEL SECURITY...all respond immediately,
pulling weapons and leveling them on the MEN. The balance of
power has shifted dramatically.
ESTEBAN and LATINO MAN #1 exchange a brief glance and slowly
put their guns on the floor. The other MEN follow.
FADE TO BLACK.
END OF ACX
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INT. HOLDING CELL - NIGHT

37

GEORGE and THOMAS sit in a holding cell. ESTEBAN RODRIGUEZ
sits opposite, handcuffed to a chair.
THOMAS
How do you know Frank Pipes?
ESTEBAN
I want a lawyer.
GEORGE
So you keep saying.
THOMAS
Where is Vivian Cuerdo?
No response.
THOMAS (cont'd)
Who killed her brother?
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ESTEBAN
You don't got nothin' on me.
GEORGE throws several official looking forms on the table.
GEORGE
Why did we find these in your hotel room?
ESTEBAN
What is that?
GEORGE
The paperwork requesting the release of
Ray Cuerdo's body.
ESTEBAN
I want a lawyer.
GEORGE
Ok. We'll get one first thing in the
morning.
ESTEBAN
I'm not sleepin' in no jail. I want a
lawyer.
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37

THOMAS
Hey. Esteban. This isn't L.A. Honolulu
lawyers don't work nights.
THOMAS and GEORGE exit the room leaving ESTEBAN to stew.
38

EXT. CORRIDOR - NIGHT

38

THOMAS and GEORGE close the door to the interrogation room.
THOMAS
I need to run an errand.
GEORGE senses something in THOMAS' voice.
GEORGE
Want me to come along?
THOMAS
Yeah.
39
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INT. LE FEMME NU - NIGHT

39*

A gaudy, neon lit, nightclub. THOMAS, carrying the wooden
box, and GEORGE are admitted without so much as a second
glance. A scantily clad young HOSTESS leads them away from
the stage - where a live sex act is currently being performed
- to a quiet booth in the back. GEORGE fidgets, obviously
uncomfortable in these surroundings.
GEORGE
I can't stay long. I've got a blind date.
THOMAS
Shouldn't take long.
A muscular Japanese man, HARA (39), the epitome of Yakuza
chic, dressed in a sport coat, long sleeved golf shirt, a.-.d
slacks, his hair done in a brush cut, sits in a booth next :o
another HOSTESS (22), wearing a diaphanous slip.
HARA stands when he sees THOMAS and GEORGE.
HARA
Detective McManus.
THOMAS
Hara-san. You're looking healthy.

HARA s c r u t i n i z e s GEORGE.
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HARA
Anata wa amari ii
jyanai
'yo.

otoko de

keisatsu

GEORGE
I'm sorry I don't speak Japanese.
HARA
(laughing)
You are Japanese? No?
GEORGE
My father. M y mother's Chinese.
HARA
How American.
HARA turns t o THOMAS.
HARA (cont'd)
You said it was urgent.
HARA sits, they join him.
THOMAS
I received this.
THOMAS hands HARA the box. HARA opens it- reverently.
THOMAS (cont'd)
You know what it is?
HARA nods.
THOMAS (cont'd)
Why was it sent t o me?
40

INT. STYLIZED FLASHBACK - NIGHT

40

The same images a s before flash in and out, only this tisne
the images are from HARA's point o f view and seem t o indict
THOMAS.... Nakashima, handcuffed, being dragged away as he
reaches for his d y i n g wife. Thomas cradling her...covered in
blood. The teapot spilling tea on the floor. The toddler
watching in the background.
HARA (V.O.)
You killed Nakashima'a wife. H e didn't
forget. None of u s forgot what you did.
You burst in t o a man's home and shoot
down his wife. What kind o f man does
this?
(CCNT:
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THOMAS (V.O.)
It was a mistake.
HARA (V.O.)
You greet her with a bullet.
THOMAS (V.O.)
She was holding something...I thought...
HARA (V.O.)
You didn't think. You were covered in her
blood...
THOMAS (V.O.)
I couldn't stop it. It just kept coming
out of her. (BEAT) I look up.
Nakashima's staring at me. He's in
handcuffs and...he can't even touch
her...they wouldn't let him touch her.
41

INT. LE FEMME NU - BACK TO SCENE

41

GEORGE i s alarmed, h e ' s never seen THOMAS like this.
THOMAS (cont'd)
I think o f h e r every day.
HARA closes t h e lid o n t h e box, takes a s i p o f his whisky and
tea.
HARA
It is unusual. I w i l l m a k e some calls.
42

EXT. LE FEMME NU - NIGHT

42

THOMAS, still carrying the box, and GEORGE exit the club.
GEORGE looks at his partner.
GEORGE
The box represents all of your past
failures. You need to put it behind you.
Throw it away. Break with the past, live
for the future.
THOMAS
Like I said. Don't profile me.
43

EXT. ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL - NIGHT
GEORGE, n o w spruced u p i n pressed slacks and a fresh Aloha
shirt, walks down t h e tiki lined path t o t h e entrance of t.-.e
classic o l d hotel.
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INT. ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL - CONTINUOUS
GEORGE strolls into the massive lobby and scans the room.
couple of porcine TOURISTS from Kansas City, some blond
GERMANS, and, sitting alone, a beautiful young Japanese
woman, TOKIKO (23), squeezed into a very mod
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